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Abstract: In nower days landscape computer assisted programs represent a powerful tool for each 
landscape designer who wants to promote their designs to a higher level of accuracy, computer accuracy. The 
price of a computer software that assures this kind of accuracy are often high, but once used in production, the 
price spent on this kind of software is quickly recovered. 
Most of the time one landscape program is not enough, offering limited solution to the designer. Many 
professional designers are using two or three programs to elaborate their designs on the computer. So it’s 
imperative that the programs you are using to be compatible, even if they are coming from different software 
manufacturers. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Two landscape design programs where tested for efficiency in use, useful tools, easy 
appliance on the natural design and compatibility between them. The firs program was 
PUNCH - Home Design Architectural Series 4000, the second program was Sierra Photo 
Garden Designer.  
The test where carried on a medium equipped computer: CPU AMD Duron 950 MHz, 
Memory 640 MB RAM, Video Board - NVIDIA FX 5500 - 256 MB 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS 
 
 Both programs are highly efficient tools for working on an imported photo. For 
example, the landscape designer takes a photo at the garden that will be designed. He imports 
the picture taken into the computer software, and after that with the plant library makes the 
future design of the garden. 
 A realistic example is made below, with the software Sierra Photo Garden Designer 
witch shows a picture before and after the software processing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1 
 Garden design with Sierra Photo Garden Designer (before and after software processing) 
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Plant encyclopedia is structured by category of 
use. However the plant encyclopedia hasn’t a 
detailed overlook for the plant pretability on 
different regions around the globe (Sierra 
Photo Garden Designer) 
Plant encyclopedia is structured by category of 
use and plant pretability on different regions 
around the globe (Punch Home Design 
Architectural Series 4000) 
In order to use this program, the producer recommends some adequate techniques for 
making a good picture. 
Hiding unwanted images - you can “erase” items from your background by copying a 
matching area of the background near the item you want to erase, then dragging the copied 
area over the item. You can also cover up objects by adding objects or textures on top of 
them. 
Temporarily hiding the background image - this option is useful if you want to focus on 
plants and objects you’ve added to the design or if you have a hard time finding objects to the 
background. To display the background again, select Hide Background from the Window 
menu again.  
Temporarily hiding plants and objects - select Hide Foreground from the Window 
menu. Repeat this step to display plants and objects again. This tool can give you a “before-
and-after” view of the design.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 
 Plant encyclopedia menu in the Sierra Photo Garden Designer software. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3 
 Plant encyclopedia menu in the PUNCH - Home Design Architectural Series 4000 software. 
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Figure 4 
 Export capabilities in 
Sierra Photo Garden 
Designer 
 All the tested software’s have comprehensive plant libraries. Here is made a 
comparation between the two plant libraries. 
To overcome the problems with the plant encyclopedia Sierra software has been 
improved with the appearance of Sierra Complete Home 3D Design Collection. A collection 
of  3 cd’s that includes 2D and 3D landscape design, photo design, plant encyclopedia featuring 
3000 pictures and facts of different plants, shrubs and trees. 
The compatibility between the 2 programs is excellent bout programs have exporting 
capabilities of the project in jpeg, bpm, tiff, png, extension formats. 
 
To export a design: 
1. Select Export as Image from the File menu. 
2. In the Save As dialog box, enter a name for the file in the File 
name field. 
3. If necessary, assign the file to another directory. Use the 
navigational controls in the Save As window to change directories 
on your drive. See your Windows’ manuals if you need more 
information. Unless you specify otherwise, your bitmap file is 
saved to the directory where you installed Photo Garden Designer. 
 
PUNCH - Home Design Architectural Series 4000 software offers 
great adaptability for a landscape designer that is used for working 
with AutoCAD, because the program can import and export cad 
extensions files. An improved exporting capacity of the program 
consists in exporting the landscape project as avi file extension. In 
this case the owner of the project can assist to a simulation of the project when he can see the 
live development of the plants in the project, how the landscape project will look on the day 
light, night, shadows etc.  
 The price of the PUNCH - Home Design Architectural Series 4000 software is 200 $, 
and Sierra Complete Home 3D Design Collection is 100 $. 
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